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The beginner's guide to learning the violin ― for any musical styleViolin For Dummies helps you
teach yourself to play the violin, even if you've never read a note of music. From choosing the
right violin for you to playing a variety of musical styles, this book has you covered. You'll start
with the basics of posture and bowing technique, learn how to tune your instrument and keep it
in beautiful condition with regular maintenance. You'll learn how to read ― and feel ― the music,
and how to inject your own personality into whatever you play. Before you know it, you'll be
playing classical, jazz, country, and more, as you become a bona fide violin player. The included
audio and video instruction encourages you to play along as you learn, and allow you to hear,
see, and imitate proper technique.The violin's small size, portability, and mimicry of the human
voice have made it popular across cultures and throughout time. This book shows you how to
teach yourself the basics so you can start playing quickly.Start with the basics of proper hold and
bowing techniqueLearn how to properly tune and care for your violinUnderstand the nuances of
rhythm and musical notationPlay classical, jazz, and other popular styles of musicThe violin has
a reputation of being difficult to learn, but the reality is that it's difficult to master. Anyone can
learn, and practice over time will refine your technique and your musical style. You'll have fun,
make music, and maybe even fall in love with this instrument that has inspired some of the
world's best musicians and composers. Get started today, the easy way, with Violin For
Dummies.

From the Inside FlapLearn to:Choose, tune, and care for your violinHold the violin and bow
properlyUnderstand the nuances of rhythm and musical notationPlay various styles such as
classical and jazzView video demonstrations and listen to audio tracks onlineThe complete
beginner's guide to learning the violinThe violin has a reputation for being difficult to learn, but
the reality is that it's difficult to master. With this friendly guide, you'll discover that anyone can
learn, and practice over time will refine your technique and style. Before you know it, you'll read—
and feel—the music, and inject your own personality into whatever you play.Master the basics —
get an introduction to the parts of the violin and bow, find out how to tune and hold your violin
comfortably (and properly), and start making some beautiful musicOn that note — learn how to
hold and manage the bow with your right hand to draw a sound out of the violin and then add
your left-hand fingers to make many different notesStart making music — discover the main
aspects of musical notation in order to read music for the violin, like notes, rhythms, meters, and
other musical signsGet your hands on cool gear — find expert advice on renting or buying a
good violin, taking proper care of your instrument and bow, and accessorizing your strings with
seriously awesome add-onsVisit Dummies.com to: Improve your skills by listening to and playing
along with audio tracks and viewing videos demonstrating concepts and examples from the



book.Open the book and find:How to read and play musicTips on figuring out finger
placementEasy-to-follow exercises to improve your techniqueGuidance on playing classical,
jazz, country, and moreWays to join in on musical activities with other playersFamous violinists
from yesteryear and todayHow to find a good teacher to take you to the next step of your
journeyFrom the Back CoverLearn to:Choose, tune, and care for your violinHold the violin and
bow properlyUnderstand the nuances of rhythm and musical notationPlay various styles such as
classical and jazzView video demonstrations and listen to audio tracks onlineThe complete
beginner's guide to learning the violinThe violin has a reputation for being difficult to learn, but
the reality is that it's difficult to master. With this friendly guide, you'll discover that anyone can
learn, and practice over time will refine your technique and style. Before you know it, you'll
read―and feel―the music, and inject your own personality into whatever you play.Master the
basics ― get an introduction to the parts of the violin and bow, find out how to tune and hold your
violin comfortably (and properly), and start making some beautiful musicOn that note ― learn
how to hold and manage the bow with your right hand to draw a sound out of the violin and then
add your left-hand fingers to make many different notesStart making music ― discover the main
aspects of musical notation in order to read music for the violin, like notes, rhythms, meters, and
other musical signsGet your hands on cool gear ― find expert advice on renting or buying a
good violin, taking proper care of your instrument and bow, and accessorizing your strings with
seriously awesome add-onsVisit Dummies.com to: Improve your skills by listening to and playing
along with audio tracks and viewing videos demonstrating concepts and examples from the
book.Open the book and find:How to read and play musicTips on figuring out finger
placementEasy-to-follow exercises to improve your techniqueGuidance on playing classical,
jazz, country, and moreWays to join in on musical activities with other playersFamous violinists
from yesteryear and todayHow to find a good teacher to take you to the next step of your
journeyAbout the AuthorKatharine Rapoport is an accomplished violinist and violist who teaches
violin, viola, and chamber music at the University of Toronto. She has a broad range of
professional freelance experience, including solo, chamber, and orchestral performance in
Canada, the United States, and throughout Europe.Read more
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Fred Vizcarra, “Quick delivery. I purchased this used book to help me learn to play the violin. The
book is in good condition and will serve it's purpose very well. The information is more than I
expected. I hope to be playing my violin very soon. Being a guitar player, I expect to make the
transition rather easily.  Good purchase and fast delivery.”

Frank Bendrick, “A Good Adjunct To Lessons. Contains much good information about the violin
and its playing. But it does not replace lessons. The book will be useful in conjunction with
lessons but is inadequate for learning to play the violin. My experience is that one needs the
services of a good violin teacher to learn the techniques involved in playing the violin. One
example is holding and using the bow. The words and the pictures are great, bu cannot replace
a good instructor manipulating your fingers as hold the bow and showing you how to bow.”

Avaydriel, “A bit wordy and lacking the "for Dummies" feel. I found Violin for Dummies not quite
what I was looking for. I give it four stars for being thorough, but dock a star for being overly
"wordy."Now, don't get me wrong, I love reading and I love learning. The problem I faced was the
enormous amount of data they throw at you at a time. It seems to lack a steady progression.
Instead of a "for Dummies" book, I felt as if I had picked up a book meant for players more
familiar with the insturment than I was.I did appreciate the audio tracks that were accessible to
accompany the songs in the book, though.”

Dave Morefield, “The most thorough and straightforward book I have found. From this adult
beginner's perspective this appears to be the perfect book. It answers many of the questions I
would ask if I were taking lessons, which undoubtedly is best if one is truly committed to learning
the instrument. The book breaks down the deceptively complex task of producing a musical
sound into easy subtasks. For example the student learns to play pizzicato before the bow is
introduced.The only drawback is the binding , which will not lie flat on a music stand. I think I'm
going to have to have it rebound at a print shop, which will probably double the cost of the book.
Why wouldn't the publisher save me the trouble and expense by using a spiral binding?”

Cheryl Barneski, “Buy this before buying a Violin. After reading purchase your violin with
Confidence!. I have learned so much from this book. I purchased a Student Violin hoping to
regain skills after a work related incident left me homebound unable to drive. This book is just
what an adult student needs to master before retaining a proper teacher. I highly recommend it.”

Manuel S. Duby, “She will keep you interested. Very informative and keeps your interest.....Did I
say sense of humor, well that too. Haven’t started playing yet, but I have many hours on guitar. I
have begun a new endeavor and Katharine seems to be the perfect person for this. I definitely
recommend this book if you’re new to violin. She will get your heart pumping for the love of this



art.”

Jennifer K, “Really helpful book but I think you'd need a few .... Really helpful book but I think
you'd need a few lessons to really "grasp" the violin.I bought this before starting classes and
found the book hard to follow but it all made sense after a couple of lessons and I've since used
the book to practice techniques and to find out more about violin history and to learn some new
tunes.”

Pete K, “Good for the beginner.. I am really enjoying working my way through this book. I am an
absolute beginner and find that the exercises are just right for my level.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for a beginner. Being a complete beginner I want sure which book
to get. I'm so glad I got this one, covers everything from maintenance of violin, how to put on
finger tape and also gives suggested listening for various genres such as folk, bluegrass and
jazz. Online media files are great as well. Definitely a great but for the beginner”

Tigger, “Very informative. Still working through the book its a very informative book. So far no
problems. I will soon be able to play the violin, or would hope to once I have finished working my
way through the book.”

The book by Rebecca Bogart has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 943 people have provided feedback.
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